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ABSTRACT
A sample of 13 female and 16 male managers from five different
businesses completed modified versions of the Hersey/Blanchard
Leader Behavior Analysis (LBA) questionnaires.

The questionnaires

consisted of 20 business-setting scenarios in which a leader must
take some action.

The managers were asked to choose the action that

best described what their
particular situations.
hypothesis that the

11

11

ideal" leaders would do in each of the

The results confirmed the study's

ideal

11

leader descriptions would not differ for

the female and male managers. Subordinates of the sample managers
completed 0ther versions of the LBA, in which they described their
11

11

managers' behavior.

These descriptions were compared to the

managers' descriptions of their "ideal" leaders, with no hypothesis
presented.

The managers' "actual" behavior did not differ

significantly from their "ideal" leaders' behavior.
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INTRODUCTION
Leadership studies have taken different directions through the
years, focusing first on what good leaders are like, then looking at
what good leaders do.

According to Vroom, studies on the

personality traits of leaders proved to be oversimplified
11

p. 1539).
11

11

(1976,

Researchers tried to define leadership as a

unidimensional personality trait

11

(Vroom, 1976, p. 1528).

If

leadership could be defined as a unidimensional personality trait,
then it might be possible to develop a method to quantify that
trait.

One could then develop a test to measure how much leadership

people had and then choose as leaders those having the highest
quantity.
In order to develop a leadership test, one must first discover
the characteristics of a leadership personality trait.
Systematically studying the differences between leaders and
followers should uncover these characteristics, because leaders
should have more of the trait than do followers.

Many researchers

have attempted such studies, comparing groups such as bishops and
clergymen, sales managers and salesmen, and railway presidents.
Analyses of the results show a great deal of overlap between
leaders' personality traits and followers' personality traits
(Stogdill, 1948; Mann, 1959; Bass, 1960; Gibb, 1969).

The

personality traits that made a good leader in one situation did not
necessarily make a good leader in another set of circumstances.

It

2

seems as if the situational demands of different groups required
different sets of leadership traits.

Thinking of leadership in

terms of a unidimensional personality trait was an
oversimplification (Vroom, 1976).
Focus then turned to, "What do good leaders do?"
tried to explain leadership in behavioral terms.

New theories

One such effort,

the Ohio State Leadership studies, identified two leader behavior
patterns, consideration and initiating structure, which have
remained in the theoretical literature (Stogdill & Coons, 1957;
Fleishman & Hunt, 1973).

The leader behavior studies, however,

mostly resulted in broad principles, such as successful leaders make
subordinates feel good about themselves, use group decision making,
and set high performance goals (Vroom, 1976).

According to Likert,

"These principles . . . must be applied always in a manner that
takes fully into account the characteristics of the situation, and
of the people involved" (Likert, 1961, p. 95).

Alone, these

principles, however valid, were too general for practical use.
The next step turned leadership studies toward behavioral
theories that took into account situational variables.
(1967) led the approach with The Contingency Model,
11

11

Fiedler
in which he

tried to predict leader success in terms of the leader's score on a
least preferred co-worker (LPC) scale and three situational
variables.

Since then, many researchers have explored the possible

effects of several different leader characteristics and situational
variables on predicting leader success (Yukl, 1971; Batlis & Green,
1971; Vecchio, 1981).

3

Most of the leadership studies have relied on subordinate
reports of leadership behavior, either in terms of describing the
behavior or rating satisfaction with the leader.

Therefore,

researchers have also considered the effects of subordinate
characteristics on predicting successful leadership (Durand & Lord,
1976; Tjosvold, Andres, & Jones, 1983).
Hersey and Blanchard (1982) combined the idea of situational
leadership and subordinate characteristics.

They developed a

leadership style theory based largely on the developmental level of
the follower.

According to Hersey and Blanchard, a good leader

should be able to vary his/her behavior among four leadership
styles, delegating, supporting, coaching, and directing, depending
on the competence of the particular subordinate.

That competence

will vary with the situation, and, therefor~, the leadership style
should also vary.

DOES GENDER AFFECT LEADERSHIP?
Women versus Men as Managers
As more and more women enter the work force and rise to
supervisory or management positions, organizations will have to
learn to deal with them in terms of leadership theories.

Since most

of the leadership studies in the past dealt solely with male
leaders, it is important to know if previous theories, assumptions,
correlations, etc., apply to female leaders as well.

For this

reason, researchers have begun to consider gender's effects on
leadership.
Do women and men truly differ in their leadership styles and
their leadership abilities? Denmark (1977) ~eviewed several studies
of women and leadership and concluded that many of the assumptions
11

that women managers are basically different from men are just not
supported by data

11

(p. 110).

of women in management roles.

Even so, she notes the general paucity
This situation could be due to three

possible reasons: (1) Women need training and opportunities to
11

develop and exercise their leadership skills

11

(p. 100); (2) Existing

management values similarity in choosing leaders and will choose
successors who resemble incumbents in background, gender, etc.; and
(3) Many people, both women and men, stereotype women as poor
leaders.

For these reasons, many more women than men have depended

on sponsors or mentors of the opposite sex to help them succeed in
4

5

climbing the corporate ladder.

The women have needed someone who

traditionally fit into the system to show them the way to the top.
Many studies have tested stereotypical hypotheses, such as women
are more likely than men to be more consideration oriented and less
authoritarian.

Denmark (1977) pointed out that most of the sex

differences related to leadership ability come from sex-role
stereotypes and not empirical data.

In fact, she cited studies

showing that subordinates rate male and female leaders who perform
similar functions as equally effective.

With this idea in mind,

Denmark proposed that instead of holding special programs to prepare
women for leadership roles, as some colleges are doing,
organizations should instead- "design programs to modify the negative
beliefs held by some about women's capabilities for leadership" (p.
112).

In her view, the problem is not so mu-ch the "actual"

differences between female and male leaders as the "believed"
differences.
Possible Sex-Role Stereotypes at Work
How large a role do these sex-role stereotypes really play in
leader evaluations? Does the effect depend greatly on the research
methods and the subjects? The following studies investigated the
possible influence sex-role stereotypes have on the way subordinates
evaluate and describe their leaders.
Petty and Lee (1975) conducted a study to investigate the
moderating effects of sex of supervisor and sex of subordinate on
the relationship between subordinate satisfaction and leadership
behavior.

They took into account sex-role stereotypes when

6

developing their hypotheses, which suggest that women leaders using
consideration behavior and men leaders using initiating structure
behavior are more successful as leaders than women with initiating
structure behavior and men with consideration behavior.

They

hypothesized: (1) Subordinate satisfaction and consideration
behavior would show a greater positive relationship for female
leaders; (2) Male leaders would result in a higher correlation
between subordinate satisfaction and initiating structure behavior;
(3) The correlation between subordinate satisfaction and
consideration would be greater when the sex of the leader differed
from the subordinate; and (4) The correlation between initiating
structure and subordinate satisfaction for same-sex and mixed-sex
leader-subordinate pairs would differ significantly.
The study consisted of 61 female-supervised workers and 104
male-supervised workers at an academic institution.

The subjects

completed the Supervisory Behavior Description (SBD) (Fleishman;
1972) to measure leader behavior and the Job Descriptive Index (JDI)
(Smith, Kendall, & Hulin, 1969) to measure satisfaction.
The results showed some support for Hypothesis 1 but none for
Hypotheses 2 and 3.

Correlations between job satisfaction and

initiating structure differed significantly only for male and female
subordinates having a female supervisor.

The results failed to show

many sex differences; however, they did support the idea that
consideration behavior positively correlates with subordinate
satisfaction.

7

Bartol and Butterfield (1976) wanted to see how sex-role
stereotypes influence evaluations.of leader behavior.

This idea

interested them as a possible source of bias in evaluating males as
leaders versus females as leaders.

They suspected a bias existed

somewhere because previous literature suggested that "women are not
perceived as having the potential to manage" (p. 446); yet, "there
is little evidence to indicate that females in leadership positions
function differently than males in similar circumstances" (p. 446).
In other words, studies did not find 11 actual 11 differences between
women and men in the ways they manage, but they did find
differences.

11

perceived

11

Due to this contradiction in the past literature,

Bartol and Butterfield proposed that the important issue may not be
"actual or even perceived leader behavior, but rather, how leader
behavior is evaluated" (p. 446).
Bartol and Butterfield predicted that the sex of the leader
would affect the evaluations of his/her behavior.

In their study,

they separated leader behavior into four types: initiating
structure, consideration, production emphasis, and tolerance for
freedom.

They hypothesized that female managers would be rated as

having more consideration behavior and males as having more
initiating structure and production emphasis behavior.

They made no

specific hypothesis about the tolerance for freedom style.

They

also looked at whether male and female subordinates differed in
their ratings of the same behavior.
Management students (255 males, 57 females) rated the leader
behavior of leaders as described in a story.

The study used a

8

different story for each leader behavior style under consideration.
Each story portrayed a leader exhibiting one particular style.

For

each leadership style, there was a version of the story with a male
supervisor and a version with a female supervisor, exactly the same
story except for the sex of the supervisor.
subordinates in the stories was ambiguous.

The gender of the
Each subject saw only

one version of the stories for each leadership style, but he/she
read all four stories, one illustrating each style.

For each

subject, two styles used a male manager and two used a female
manager.

After reading the stories, the subjects answered questions

concerning the leadership style of the managers, the productivity of
the group, the satisfaction with the leader, and the desire to work
for the leader.
The results showed some differences due to sex.

Male managers

received better evaluations when they used the initiating structure
style than did females.

Female subjects rated the managers higher,

regardless of their sex, than did male subjects, and they also
favored the structuring behavior more.

Sex of the leader did not

affect evaluations of production emphasis behavior.

Female managers

using the consideration behavior received higher ratings than males
using the same behavior.

Evaluations of tolerance for freedom

behavior did not differ significantly for male and female managers.
Bartol and Butterfield concluded that effective managerial
behavior may not be the same for women as for men; strong sex-role
stereotypes may be at work.

It appears that the subjects used

different standards to evaluate the male and female managers.

9

However, Bartol and Butterfield suggested that these stereotypes may
be buffered in a real-life situation, because studies have shown
that people who have had working experience under female managers
evaluated them more favorably than those who had not worked under
women (Bowman, Worthy, & Greyser, 1965).
Lee and Alvares (1977) examined leader gender and subordinate
gender as variables to determine if differences in descriptions and
evaluations of leader behavior could be due solely to sex.

They

predicted that sex of the leader would affect supervisory
descriptions.

They also hypothesized that certain leadership styles

would fall prey to sex-role stereotypes more than others and that
supervisory evaluations woula differ depending on the sex of the
leader and/or the sex of the subordinate.
They used the Leader Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ)
to determine leader behavior and a six-statement questionnaire to
rate leader effectiveness.

Sixty-four male and 64 female

undergraduate psychology students participated as subordinates in
task groups with trained actor supervisors, also students, who
exhibited predetermined combinations of structure and consideration
behavior.

Lee and Alvares tried to create a simulated task-group

setting where all variables would be equal except for the sex of the
supervisor.

The supervisors used scripts that represented "the four

combinations of the supervisory dimensions of consideration and
structure" (1977, p. 406).
the LDBQ.

The scripts all evolved from items on

10

The data predominantly indicated "no sex differences in the
descriptions and evaluations of supervisory behavior" (Lee &
Alvares, 1977, p. 408).

Subordinates did describe male leaders as

being lower in structure than females in the high structure-high
consideration situation.

Also female subordinates described

leaders, male or female, as higher in consideration than did males.
Lee and Alvares concluded that supervisory behavior descriptions
and evaluations do not depend solely on sex.

Their results differ

from those of Bartol and Butterfield (1976), and they attribute this
difference to the research methods.
truer-to-life group setting.

Lee and Alvares' study used a

Their results agree with Bartol and

Butterfield's suggestion that a real-life situation may buffer the
stereotypes.
In 1981, Butterfield and Powell conducted a study to examine the
effects of stereotypes on leadership evaluation.

They based their

hypotheses on attribution theory, which suggests that people create
their own theories to explain behavior they observe.

In their

analysis of the previous literature, Butterfield and Powell pointed
out several studies that found a link between leadership ratings and
group performance (Butterfield, Powell, & Mainiero, 1978; Mitchell,
Larson, & Green, 1977; Rush, Thomas, & Lord, 1977; Lord, Binning,
Rush, & Thomas, 1978).

They sununed up the findings of studies that

investigated leader ratings and leader gender by saying, "It is now
commonly believed that actual differences in the behavior of real
leaders are virtually nonexistent (Bartol, 1978) and that the

11

differences noted in earlier studies were an artifact of laboratory
research (Osborn & Vicars, 1978)

11

(p. 130).

They suspected another stereotype, group performance, may be
affecting leader evaluations, instead of leader gender.

Therefore,

they predicted that managers of high-performing groups would receive
different evaluations and descriptions than those of low-performing
groups, but male and female leaders would not receive different
evaluations and descriptions.
The experimental design resembled that of the Bartol and
Butterfield (1976) study.

The subjects (616 management students:

372 males, 244 females) rated the leaders in a story on two
leadership styles, initiating structure and consideration.

The

stories depicted either high-structure leaders or high-consideration
leaders.
Two versions of each story were developed, one in which the
group performed well and one in which the group performed poorly.
Each of these versions had one version with a male manager and one
with a female manager; two illustrated consideration behavior, and
two illustrated initiating structure behavior.

The subjects .either

saw the version of the story with the male manager or the one with
the female manager, but not both, and they saw either the version
with the poor performance or the one with the good performance, but
not both.

They then rated the leader's performance using a

questionnaire on the back of the story and the LBDQ-form XII
(Stogdill, 1963).

12
The results generally supported the hypotheses.

Managers of the

different performance groups did receive different evaluations and
descriptions, and male and female managers exhibiting the same
behavior received the same ratings.

Therefore, group performance,

but not leader gender, had an effect on the evaluations.
Rice, Instone, and Adams (1984) thoroughly investigated the sex
and leadership topic, using a large sample group in a real-life
setting and measuring multiple aspects of leadership, not just
subordinate satisfaction.

They conducted their study in the U.S.

Military Academy during cadet training programs with 810 freshmen
(692 men, 86 women, and 32 with no gender identification) and 842
(767 men and 75 women) sophomores.

The subordinates described their

leaders in terms of leader success (e.g., effectiveness and
satisfaction) and leader process (e.g., connnunication, social power,
strategies of influence).
Rice et al. (1984) based their hypotheses on three general
conclusions from the previous sex-role literature:
(1)

Stereotypes exist concerning male and female managers.

In
~

general, people consider men as independent, objective, assertive,
unemotional, and active.

However, people generally think of women

as dependent, subjective, passive, and emotional (Braverman, Vogel,
Braverman, Clarkson, &Rosenkrantz, 1972; McKee &Sherriffs, 1957).
The stereotype of the men fits better with the stereotype of an
effective manager (Schein, 1973, 1975).
(2)

In Western societies, men hold positions of higher social

status than do women, which in the job market translates to men
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holding positions of higher authority (Deaux, 1976; Weitz, 1977;
Bass, 1981).
(3)

Subordinates prefer leaders who act in ways congruent with

their sex-role stereotypes, male leaders who behave logically and
unemotionally and female leaders who lead passively and emotionally
(Fry & Hellriegel, 1981).
With these conclusions in mind, Rice et al. (1984) designed
their hypotheses to answer the following questions:

11

(a) Are there

differences in the degree of leadership success achieved by male and
female leaders?

{b) Are the behavioral processes constituting the

leader-follower relationship different for male-led and female-led
groups?

(c) Do leader sex and follower sex interact in ways that

influence either leadership success or leadership process?

(d) Is

the relationship between leadership process and leadership success
different for male-led and female-led groups?" (p. 12).

Rice et al.

sought to answer these questions at West Point.
The researchers divided two training sites into two 3-week
"details," so each training unit had two different leaders.

Cadets

were chosen at random to describe either their first or their second
leaders.

A total of 182 cadets described female leaders, and 1467

cadets described male leaders.

The cadets (considered the

subordinates) described their squad leaders (considered the leaders)
using a 64-item questionnaire that assessed five aspects of leader
success (leader effectiveness, unit effectiveness, satisfaction with
leader, satisfaction with peers, and satisfaction with assignment)
and eight aspects of leadership process (downward conanunication

14
content, downward communication quality, upward communication,
valence, bases of power, influence tactics, contingencies, and
attributions).
The results revealed few effects associated with leader sex.
Males and females did not greatly differ in their success as leaders
or in their leadership processes.

According to Rice et al.,

These data are characterized by a general absence
of effects related to leader sex, despite large
enough samples for adequate power . . . . the leadersex effects were nonsignificant nearly 90% of the
time, the scattered effects achieving statistical
significance accounted for very little variance
and were generally not replicable across the two
West Point training sites.

Taken- as a whole,

these results indicate that leader sex was not a
variable with strong and reproducible effects
in these particular settings.

More specifically,

there were few differences between male and female
leaders in terms of either their success as leaders
or the nature of their leadership process.
Furthermor e, the relationship between leadership
process and leader success was generally quite
similar for male and female leaders.

These

results were contrary to hypotheses based on
sex-role stereotypes, social status, and sex-role
congruency. (p.26)
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These results are particularly striking because of the nature of
the setting.

The study observed male and female leaders doing a

very masculine task in a masculine setting, which might have made
the cadets expect their male leaders to have a higher success rate.
Stereotypes could easily have influenced the ratings of leader
behavior because of the subjective nature of the questionnaire; and
also, cadets at this time were very conservative about whether women
were suited for the military (p.27).

All these factors could have

led to sex-associated results, but they did not.
Linimon, Barron, and Falbo (1984) set out to prove the notion
that successful male and female leaders use sex-role-congruent
leadership methods.

The prevailing stereotypes associate male

leaders with authoritarian behavior and female leaders with
democratic behavior (Linimon et al., 1984). - According to the sexrole-congruency theory, a leader should not cross over the sex-rolestereotype line or people will reject his/her credibility as a
leader.

This idea would especially hold true for women because as a

group they are a definite minority in the area of management.
Therefore, according to the theory, women should stick to the more
humanistic management styles because that style allows more
typically feminine behavior.
Linimon et al. based their hypotheses on the idea that the sexrole-congruency theory would be correct.

They predicted that men

would associate an authoritarian leadership style with their own
self-esteem and with good leadership skills for both themselves and
other men.

Women, however, would associate a democratic leadership
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style with their own self-esteem and with good leadership skills for
themselves and other women.

Linimon et al. also predicted the

reverse of these statements, which would mean that democratic men
and authoritarian women would not be considered good leaders by
themselves or by others.
The subjects, 157 male and 163 female undergraduate students,
participated in same-sex task groups.
was typically masculine.

The task, a NASA exercise,

After finishing the group work, subjects

answered the Texas Social Behavior Inventory (Helmreich, Strapp, &
Ervin, 1974) and a rating form, which measured leadership skills and
style.

Each member completed the rating form for each member in the

group and for him/herself.
The results showed that men and women who crossed the sex-rolestereotype lines were not evaluated as poor or ineffectual leaders.
In fact, both men and women associated authoritarianism with
leadership and self-esteem, although men tended to perceive
themselves as democratic/leaders more often than women.

This

conclusion tends to dismiss ideas that women leaders only display
human relations-type behavior and that peers will disapprove of
women having an authoritarian style.

It appears that both men and

women have a stereotypical leadership style, authoritarianism.
Literature Sunnnary
Much of the leadership research that focused on a sex of leader
variable tried to determine if sex-role stereotypes influenced
subordinates' evaluations of their leaders.

Based on past studies,

many researchers hypothesized that subordinates would rate their
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leaders higher if the leaders behaved within the parameters of their
sex-role stereotypes (Petty & Lee, 1975; Bartol & Butterfield, 1976;
Lee & Alvares, 1977; Butterfield & Powell, 1981; Rice et al., 1984;
Linimon et al., 1984).

In other words, subordinates would prefer

male leaders who used traditionally masculine leadership styles and
female leaders who used traditionally feminine leadership styles.
In the vernacular of the leadership literature, this translates to
men using initiating structure or authoritarian styles and women
using consideration or democratic styles.
The studies reviewed used several methods to test their very
similar hypotheses.

Lee and Alvares (1977) and Linimon et al.

(1984) simulated a working atmosphere through mixed-sex and/or samesex task groups.

Bartol and Butterfield (1976) and Butterfield and

Powell (1981) illustrated different styles of leader behavior
through descriptive stories.

Petty and Lee (1975) questioned

subordinates in a real-life setting about their leaders, and Rice et
al. (1984) developed their experiments around actual
leader/subordinate groups in real-life settings.

They all measured

the leadership behavior and satisfaction variables by questionnaire.
The majority of these studies dispute the idea that women and
men actually differ in their leadership styles or in their
leadership effectiveness.

Bartol and Butterfield (1976) suggested

that subordinates may rate female leaders differently than male
leaders, even though they behave identically.

However, all the

other studies found that, according to their subordinates, males and
females lead equally well and use similar leadership methods.

The

18

sex-role stereotypes do not seem to play a large role in
subordinates' evaluations of their leaders.
Hypotheses
Past studies have investigated possible differences leader
gender and/or subordinate gender make in the way workers describe
and evaluate their leaders.

Many of these studies asked

subordinates by questionnaire how satisfied they were with their
leaders' behavior.

What if instead of asking people,

11

How do you

like the way your leader behaves?", one asked them, "How would you
rather your leader behave?"

Instead of having them evaluate

existing leaders, one had them describe their ideal leaders.
male subordinates describe a different type of

11

Would

ideal" leader than

the type female subordinates would describe? This study will
consider this question, which essentially looks at the sex variable
in combination with another subordinate attribute, preference for
leadership style.
Is a female subordinate's "ideal" leader different from a male
subordinate's

11

ideal

11

leader? A yes to this question could imply
11

11

that managers working with both males and females should treat their
male subordinates with a different leadership style than their
female subordinates. ihis question seems timely and pertinent,
because not only are more women entering the work force and becoming
managers, but they are entering previously all-male work groups as
co-workers.

Managers used to dealing only with men will have to

deal with women as well.

19

In light of the lack of gender differences found in previous
research, female and male subordinates probably will not describe
11

ideal

11

leaders very differently.

Therefore, this study will test

the hypothesis that women and men do not differ in how they would
prefer their leaders to behave.
This study will also consider whether managers describe

11

ideal

11

leaders who differ significantly in leadership style from the
managers, as described by their subordinates.

For example, do the

managers prefer "ideaP leaders who lead with a coaching style, but
yet, they have a directing style themselves.

This study will not

present any directional hypotheses about this last issue, it will
simply explore the area and note any significant differences.

METHOD
Leadership Evaluation
In order to investigate the hypotheses, we must find a way to
quantify an

11

ideaiu leader's behavior.

Hersey and Blanchard (1982)

created a questionnaire called the Leader Behavior Analysis
11

11

(LBA),

which measures how much a leader's behavior corresponds to the
leadership styles of their theory: delegating, supporting, coaching,
and directing.

The leader in question receives a score for each of

four types of behavior: (1) S1 - high directive, low supportive; (2)
S2 - high directive, high supportive; (3) S3 - high supportive, low
directive; (4) S4 - low supportive, low directive.

In the 0ther
11

11

version of the instrument (see Appendix A), a subordinate completes
the questionnaire, answering according to how his/her leader would
behave in each of 20 situations.

To get an

11

ideal

11

leader's score,

each subject will complete the questionnaire choosing answers that
best describe how he/she would like to have a boss behave in each
circumstance ( Ideal
11

11

version, see Appendix B).

We will also need a measure of the managers' own leadership
styles in order to compare them with their

11

ideal

11

leaders' styles.

To get this measurement, subordinates of the managers will complete
the 0ther version of the Leader Behavior Analysis, which will
11

11

provide descriptions of how their leaders actually behave.

For each

manager, the subordinates• scores will be combined to give an
20
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average measure of how his/her employees perceive his/her leadership
style.
Normally, using the Hersey/Blanchard inventory, a leader's style
would be the behavior area in which he/she scores the highest.
However, frequently, a person will score similarly in two areas, one
area being the primary leadership style and the other, the secondary
style.

To more truly compare the scores for the different managers,

this study will look at the four scores for each leader separately,
without trying to evaluate an overall leadership style.

For

example, the S1 scores for the managers will be compared to the S1
scores for their

11

ideaiu managers.

Therefore, the scoring method

that the instrument's owner, Blanchard Training and Development,
Inc., recolllttends will not be used.
Subjects
A total of 46

11

Ideal 11 versions of the LBA and 138 11 Other 11

versions were sent to five businesses: two electronics
manufacturers, one entertainment complex, one drug manufacturer, and
one newspaper publisher.
representative gave the

For each business, a company
11

female and male managers.

Ideal 11 questionnaires to equal numbers of
Each manager received three 11 Other 11

versions to distribute among his/her subordinates.
Twenty-nine managers returned completed questionnaires (13
females and 16 males).

Fifty-four subordinates returned completed

"Other" questionnaires.

Five were unusable, because either the ·

subordinates failed to follow the instructions when filling out the
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instrument or their managers did not return their

11

Ideal 11 versions

and, therefore, provided no means for comparison.
Procedure
The questionnaires instructed the subjects, the managers or the
subordinates, to choose the answers that best described what their
11

ideal 11 leaders ( 11 Ideal'1 version) or their managers ( 11 0ther 11

version) would do in each of 20 situations.

The four possible

choices for each scenario represented each of the four leadership
styles: Sl, S2, S3, S4.

The responses were tallied by style so that

each questionnaire had an Sl score, an S2 score, an S3 score, and an
S4 score.
Two to three subordinates completed 11 0ther 11 questionnaires for
every manager except two.

(For those two, only one subordinate

returned a completed questionnaire.)
11

The style scores from the

0ther 11 questionnaires were averaged to produce one set of style

scores for each manager.

(In the case of the two exceptions, the

style scores from the one subordinate's questionnaire were used as
the manager's scores.)

RESULTS
Table I displays the scores for the "ideal" leaders by manager
gender.

To compare the female managers' "ideal" leaders with those

of the male managers, four !-tests were performed, one for each type
of leadership behavior: Sl (! = .1978315), S2 (! = .2449128), S3 (!
For each of the four variables, H =

= .3398792), S4 (! = .5894223).

13 for females and H = 16 for males.

The means and standard

deviations were as follows: Sl(female), x = 1.92, SD= 1.19;
Sl(male), K = 1.75, SD= 1.39; S2(female), K = 4.92, SD= 2.14;
S2(male), K = 4.44, SD= 2.25; S3(female), K = 10.00, SD= 2.42;
S3(male), K = 11.38, SD= 2.90; S4(female), K = 3.15, SD= 1.86;
S4(male), K = 2.44, SD= 1.15.

(See Table II.)

The !-tests showed no significant differences between the means
of the female and male
leadership styles.

11

ideal

11

leaders• scores for any of the four

This finding supports the hypothesis that female

and male managers will describe the same types of

23

11

ideal

11

leaders.
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TABLE I
SCORES FOR FEMALES AND MALES
ON THE LEADER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS (IDEAL)
FEMALES
Ct!= 13)

1

2
3
4
5
6

S1

S2

3

7

1

2
4

3

7

8

1

5

3
0
1

3
3
4
3
6
8
9
6
4

3
3
0
2
2
3

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

S3

MALES

O:! = 16)
S4

S1

S2

S3

S4

9

1

12
9

6
1
5

4
0

5

11
11

9
10
8
19

3
4
1

3

13

4
2
1
2
5

13
13
9
7
6
10
7

5

3

2
6

7
3
0

0
3
1
1
2
1
1
3
2
1
1
1

7
1
5
3

2

6

5

4
4
8
3
3
7

9
11

14
9

12
13
9
10
14
12
14
9

2

2

4
1
1
4
3
1
2
4
2
2
3

TABLE II
I-TEST RESULTS: FEMALES' VERSUS MALES' IDEAL LEADERS
ON FOUR LEADERSHIP STYLES
LEADERSHIP
STYLE

SD

.!
F

M

F

!-SCORE* SIGNIFICANCE
(Q = .05)
M

Sl

1. 92

1.75

1.19

1.39

.1978315

NS

S2

4.92

4.44

2.14

2.25

.2449128

NS

S3

10.00

11.38

2.42

2.90

.3398792

NS

S4

3.15

2.44

1.86

1.15

.5894223

NS

*!!(female)= 13, H(male) = 16; degrees of freedom= H(female) +
1:!,(male) - 2 = 27.
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Tab 1e II I presents the LBA scores for the
the managers, themselves, by leadership style.

II

ideal" 1eaders and
The number of

subjects (n = 21) differs from the total number of managers (1! =
26).

This calculation included only those managers whose

subordinates completed the "Other" questionnaire.
managers had no actual
11

11

The other five

scores to compare to their

11

ideal

11

scores.

TABLE III
SCORES FOR IDEAL LEADERS VERSUS ACTUAL LEADERS
ON FOUR LEADERSHIP STYLES
IDEAL LEADERS
(n = 21)
S1

S2

S3

ACTUAL LEADERS
(n = 21)
S4

Sl

S2

S3

S4

7.00
5.67
3.50
5.00
6.67
3.67
5.00
4.67
10.50
3.50
3.33
7.50
3.00

10.33
11.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
7.33
11.00
12.00
4.50
9.00
6.33
8.50
8.50

1.67
2.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
8.33
3.00
2.67
0.50
1.00
7.00
3.00
2.50

1.50
10.00
5.67
4.50
1.33
6.00
5.67
1.00

5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
12.67
5.00
3.33
1.00

12.50
3.00
3.00
6.50
5.33
7.50
3.00
10.00

Females
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

3
1
3
1
3
0
1
3

3
0
2
2
3

7
2
4
5

3
3
4
3
6
8
9
6
4

9
11

12
9
11

13
13
13
9
7
6
10
7

1
6
1
5

3
4
2
1
2
5
3
2

6

1.00
1.33
3.50
1.00
3.50
0.67
1.00
0.67
4.50
6.00
3.00
1.00
6.00
Males

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

0
5
1
2
0
3
4
1

7
3
4
8
0
5
5
3

10
8
11

9
19
9
9
13

3
4
4
1
1
2
2
3

0.50
0.00
4.33
2.00
0.00
1.50
7.33
8.00
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Table IV provides the number of subordinates who described each
manager and the standard deviations of their scores for each
leadership style.
TABLE IV
SAMPLE SIZE AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
FOR OTHER SCORES
Subject

SD

!!

S1

S2

S3

S4

Females
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

3
3
2
1
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
2

1.00
1.53
2.12

2.65
1.53
0. 71

0.58
1. 73
1.41

1.15
2.00
2.65

2.10
0.58
1. 73
0.58
3.54
1.41
1.00
0
1.41

1.53
4.62
3.61
2.89

o. 71
o. 71

1.53
3.54
1.41

3.46
4.04
0
2.65
3.54
0
3.79
2.12
0.71

0
4.16
4.36
0.58
0. 71
0
5.20
1.41
0.71

0.71

2.12

1.41

2.12

3.06
2.83
0
0.71
3.06

3.06
2.12
0.58
1.41
4.73

2.65
3.10
1.15
5.66
2.08

2.65
4.95
1.53
7.78
2.00

Males
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

2
1
3
2
3
2
3
1
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Four !_-tests were performed, one for each style, to compare the
two groups (see Table V). By leadership style, the !_-scores were
S1: 1 = .7823064; S2: i = .1283706; S3: i = .5453757; and S4: i =
.9415836. Again, no significant differences were found. The
managers described "ideal" leaders similar to themselves in terms
of leadership styles.
TABLE V
I-TEST RESULTS: IDEAL LEADERS VERSUS ACTUAL LEADERS
ON FOUR LEADERSHIP STYLES
LEADERSHIP

!_-SCORE* SIGNIFICANCE

STYLE

(Q =

F

M

F

M

Sl

1. 95

2.71

1.43

2.47

.7823046

NS

S2

4.71

4.98

2.24

2.51

.1283706

NS

S3

10.57

4.98

2.91

3.02

.5453757

NS

S4

2.90

4.12

1.64

3.31

.9415836

NS

*rr(ideal) = 21, rr(actual) = 21; degrees of freedom= n.(ideal)
rr(actual) - 2 = 27.

+

.05)

DISCUSSION
For the sample considered in this study, female and male
managers' "ideal" leaders did not differ significantly.

Both the

women and men in the sample shared the same ideas of how they would
like for their leaders to behave under the circumstances specified
in the questionnaire.

This should be good news for managers of

mixed-sex work groups.

These managers should not have to worry

about their female workers preferring a different type of leader
than their male workers.
The females and the males of this study both prefer the same
type of

11

ideal" leader, but what type of leader is that

leader? This study did not attempt to label the
leadership style.
analyzing the

11

11

ideal

11

11

ideal

11

leaders'

Further work in this area should include

ideal

11

leader in terms of the four styles presented

in the LBA: directing, coaching, supporting, delegating.

For now,

the managers of mixed-sex work groups will have to rely on previous
management literature to help them choose which leadership styles to
use in which circumstances and with which subordinates.

This study,

however, should allow those managers to exclude subordinate gender
as a basis for choosing a leadership style.
The subordinates' descriptions of their bosses' behavior did not
differ significantly from the managers' descriptions of their
11

ideal

11

leaders' behavior.

In other words, the managers, female and
28
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male, in this study lead their subordinates in the same way as their
11

ideal" leaders would.

At first glance, we might think that we must

have chosen a sample of exemplary managers, because their leadership
styles do not differ from those of their "ideal" leaders.

On closer

look, however, we cannot conclude that the managers are perfect
leaders simply because they match their
styles.

11

ideal" leaders' leadership

The managers' behavior descriptions do match the "ideal"

leaders' behavior descriptions, but this could mean that both groups
use inappropriate leadership styles for the situations described in
the questionnaire.
According to Hersey and Blanchard, an ideal manager should have
a score of 5 for each leadership style, indicating that he/she
adapts his/her behavior to match the follower's developmental level.
The "ideal" leaders of this study, however, had higher scores for
the coaching (S2) and supporting (S3) behaviors.

Hersey and

Blanchard would say the managers of this sample are overusing these
two styles and underusing the directing (S1) and delegating (S4)
behaviors.

The managers may value the S2 and S3 leadership styles

more highly.
At least two factors may have confounded the
First, the managers may have completed the

11

11

ideal

11

scores.

ideal" questionnaires

according to how they thought they were expected to respond instead
of how they really wanted to answer.

In that case, the "ideal"

scores may be a reflection of societal values rather than the
managers' own personal preferences.

Second, the managers' actual

behavior may have influenced their answers on the "ideal"
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questionnaire, which might explain why the "ideal" and "actual"
behaviors resemble each other so closely.
Variances in the subordinates' reports of their manager's
behavior may mean the LBA 0ther
11

11

is an unreliable instrument, but

more likely, the subordinates' scores for the same manager differ
because the manager treats them differently.

According to Hersey

and Blanchard's theory, this would be expected unless the
subordinates were matched for developmental level.

The manager

should vary his/her leadership style to match the subordinate's
developmental level.
This study is not conclusive because of the small sample sizes
and because the female and male managers were not matched in terms
of age, how many people they supervise, type of company, or any
other factor.

A future study should try to match the female and

male managers for as many factors as possible.

However, collecting

samples from different companies, as did this study, might be
helpful in attempting to generalize the results to a larger
population, by avoiding the homogeneity that might appear in a large
sample from just one company.
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LEADER BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS Il-OTHER
1.

2.

A subordinate has baen asked to write a report concerning the acquisition of some new equipment for the division. She usually can be given
an assignment and complete it on time with encouragement from this leader. The report is now overdue. THIS LEADER WOULD .. .
a.

Tell the subordinate when the report was due,
remind her of what is wanted in the report, and
check on the subordinate's progress daily.

C.

Tell the subordinate what is expected, and
direct her to complete it as soon as possible,
but discuss with her why the report was late.

b.

Give the subordinate more time to complete the
assignment.

d.

Talk to the subordinate and encourage her to
complete the report.

This leader Is In charge of an Interdepartmental tuk force that has been working hard to complete Its division-wide report. A new member
hu lolned the task force. He must complete some cost flguru on his department for the task force meeting next week. but knows nothing
about the tuk force's requlremants or the format of the report The new task force member Is excited and enthused about teaming man
concamlng his role on the task forca. THIS LEADER WOULD ••.
a. Tell him exactly what is needed in this report
C. Specify the report format and information reand closely monitor his progress.
b.

3.

Ask the new member if there is anything that
can be done to help him, and support his excitement about being a new task force member.

quirements but incorporate any ideas or suggestions he may have.
d.

Recently, this leader has begun to have trouble with one of the people he/she supervlsa. The subordinate has became laciadalslcal. and.only
the manager·, constant prodding has brought about tuk completion. Because of put history, the manager suspects the subordinate may nat
have all the 11pertl11 needed to complete the high priority task assigned to him. THIS LEADER WOULD • • •
'\
a. Direct and follow up on the subordinate's efforts
C.
Involve the subordinate in problem-solving
to complete the task.
b.

4.

5.

6.

Welcome him to the team, put him in contact
with other task force members who could help
him get ready to present the cost figures.

Closely supervise the subordinate's work, yet
try to draw out his/her attitudes and feelings
concerning this task assignment.

around this task and support the employee by
using his/her ideas in completing the task.
d.

Let the subordinate know that this is an important task and ask the employee to call if he/she
has any questions or problems.

This manager's work group hu usually functioned effectively with encouragement and dlnctlon from the manager. Despite the manager's
continual support and direction. the group's pertormance has dropped drastically. The gn!Up feels they nnd more skills and experience In
order to be able to Increase performance. The manager's boss Is becoming concerned. THIS LEADER WOULD •••
a.

Emphasize the need for better performance and
ask the group to work out their problems by
themselves.

b.

Make sure that deadlines are met and the
quality of the work is good, but talk with the
group to get its. recommendations.

C.

Inform the group of exactly what is expected.
when it is needed, and what some of the consequences of continued poor performance could
be. The leader would also frequently monitor
the group's performance.

d.

Help the group determine what needs to be
done and encourage them to take the necessary
steps.

Because of budget restrictions Imposed on the department It is necessary to consolidate. The leader has asked I highly experienced member
of the department who Is usually eager to help. to take charge of the consolidation. This person has worked In all areas of the department
While the leader feels the subordinate has the ability to pertorm this assignment the subordinate seems Indifferent to the Importance of the
tut THIS LEADER WOULD .•.
a.

Take charge of the consolidation . but make
sure the subordinate's suggestions are heard.

b.

Assign the project to her and let her determine
how to accomplish it.

C.

Discuss the situation with her. Encourage her
to accept the assignment in light of her skills
and experience.

d.

Take charge of the consolidation and indicate to
the subordinate precisely what to do. Supervise
her work closely.

A highly productive and efficient woman on the stall has asked for help on a project. She Is accustomed to working eflectlvely on her own.
Recently. work problems have developed that she feels she can't solve by herself. THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.

Analyze the problems and outline methods to
solve them .

C.

Work with her in problem-solving, but determine
and implement an appropriate solution .

b.

Continue to allow her to figure out an appropriate solution independently.

d.

Discuss the problems with her and encourage
her to implement any solutions.
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7.

This lnder has asked a senior employee to take on a new job. In his other ruponsiblllties he has performed well with support from this
lader. The job the leader has uked him to do is imporunt to the future of the work group. The employee is excited about the new assignm111t
but doesn·t know where to begin because of his lack of experience with this task.. THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.
b.

8.

9.

Discuss the job with him, supporting his ability
to do it.

c.

Let him determine how to do the job.

d.

Specify what he is do do, but solicit any ideas
he may have.

Define the activities necessary to successfully
complete the job and supervise his work closely.

A subordinate Is leellng somewhat Insecure about a job migned to him. He is highly competent and this lader knows that he has the skills 111
succasfully and efficiently complete the wlgnmenl THIS LEADER WOULD .•.
8.

Listen to his concerns and express confidence
in his ability to complete the assignment.

C.

Tell him exactly what to do to get the job done
and check his work daily.

b.

Structure the assignment so that it is clear but
consider any helpful suggestions he may have.

d.

Let him figure out how to do the assignment on
his own.

Group members have uked this lnder to consider a change In their work schedule. In the past this lnder has encouraged and supported
their suggestions. In this case. group members are well aware of the n11d tor change and are rndy to suggest and try an alternate schedule.
They are nry competent and work well together u a group. THIS LEADER WOULD •..
a.

Allow staff involvement in developing the new
schedule and support the suggestions of group
members.

b.

Design and implement the new schedule. but incorporate staff recommendations.

C.

Allow the staff to formulate and implement the
new schedule on its own.

d.

Design the new schedule and closely direct its
implementation.

10. This luder has arrived 30 minutes late for a meeting with his/her stiff. When the luder arrives the meeting still hasn't started. Investigation
revuls that a couple of group members tried to start the meeting but most group members are discouraged because of lack of group member
cooperation. Up untll now the lnder believes the group had been making good progress. THIS LEADER WOULD •..
a.

Restate the purpose of the meeting, then let the·
group function without any direction unless the
group asks tor the leader's help.

C.

Direct the group's interaction toward task completion and encourage group members to discuss their problems and feelings.

b.

Take control immediately and direct the group
toward project completion.

d.

Ask the group to discuss the assigned task and
provide as much support and encouragement
as possible.

11. A member of the department has had I rlne record of accompllshment with support and encouragement but llttle direction tram this ludtr.
The depanment member has been given similar tasks to accomplish tor the coming yar and this luder must decide how to supervise him.
THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.

Let the subordinate function by himself providing his own support and direction.

b.

Emphasize to him the importance of meeting
deadlines and direct his efforts at accomplishing assigned tasks.

C.

Talk with him and set goals and objectives tor
his task accomplishment. but consider his suggestions.

d.

Involve the subordinate in setting goals and
support his efforts.

12. In the past this leader has worked closely with the stiff directing and supporting their eflorts. Productivity was high and people oat along
well together. Recognizing their abllltles. this leader felt they could work well with only encouragement The leader has redlrectld entrvles tll
new arns and the stiff has continued to produce good results. The leader must now nk them to acctpt addltlonal work. THIS LEADER
WOULD ...
a.

Assign the work to them, make sure they know
exactly what to do, and supervise them closely.

b.

Give them the job. Tell them that past performance has been good and that they will do well
with this assignment.

C.

Make sure they know what is expected of them,
but incorporate any helpful suggestions they
may have.

d.

Let them determine how to complete the assignment.

13. A new employee has been hired to perform an important job in the oflice. Even though the employee is Inexperienced. he is enthusiastic and
feels he has the confidence to do the job. THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.

Let the subordinate determine what the job
entails and how to do it.

b.

Tell the subordinate exactly what the job entails . what is expected of him. and monitor his
work closely and treauently .

C.

d.

Let the subordinate know what exactly has to
be done. but see if he has any suggestions or
ideas.
Encourage and praise the subordinate's enthus1asm and ask him how he would tackle the job.
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14. Top management has uked that the division increase Its production by 10%. The division leader knows that this can be done. but It wlli

require his/her active involvement In order to become mare actively involved. the leader must reassign the development of a new cost
control system to an assistant manager. The assistant manager has had conslder1bl! experience with cost control systems but Is a little
unsure about doing the task on her own. THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.

Ask her to take on the project. Encourage and
support her efforts.

C.

Assign her the project and let her determine
how to do it.

b.

Discuss the project with her. Explain how the
job should be done, but see if she has any

d.

Assign her the project and prepare a detailed
memo explaining all the steps necessary to get
the project done.

ideas.

15. Asubordinate has made a suggestion for change In the opentlons of the unit that makes nnse to this leader. In the put she has been able ta

otter and implement other helpful suggestions In a productive manner with the leader's support. The leader has confidence In htr abllltla.
THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.

Take charge of the suggestion and direct her in

C.

its implementation.

b.

Discuss the suggestion with her and support
her efforts to direct its implementation.

Organize the implementation but include her
ideas.

d.

Give her the responsibility for implementing the
suggestion without any leader involvement.

16. Due to Illness In the family, this leader has been fo~d to mill the first two mtetlngs of a commlttn under his/her direction. Upon attending
the third m11tlng, the leader found the committee functioning well and making good progras toward completlon of Its goals. This leader Is
unsure about how to flt Into the group and what role should be assumed. THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.

Attend, but let the group continue to work as it
has during the first two meetings.

b.

Assume the leadership of the committee and
begin to direct its activities.

C.

Do what can be done to make the committee
feel important and involved and support their
past efforts.

d.

Direct the activities of the group, but incorporate group members' suggestions.

17. The stJtf Is nry competent and able to watt well on their own. This leader has genenlly left them alone and delegated key raponslbllltles ta
Individual metnbers. Their performance has bNn outstanding. THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.
b.

Provide continual support and encouragement
to group members.

C.

Continue to let the group work on its own.

d.

Direct their efforts, but work closely with the
staff to solicit their suggestions.

Direct and closely supervise the activities of the
staff.

18. Top level managemtnt has decided that a new procedure has to be installed In the department If long-term g11ins In performance are to be
obtained. In the pasl when new procedures were Installed: the group has bnn eager to use them but has initially lacked the skllls to do so.
THIS LEADER WOULD ...
8.

Direct the initial implementation of the new procedure , but involve the group in discussing

C.

Get the group involved in a discussion of the
procedure and encourage their cooperation
and involvement.

d.

Allow the group to formulate and implement
the new procedure on its own.

alternatives.

b.

Closely direct the group in their initial use of
the new procedure.

19. This leader has bnn racently appointed the head of a division. Under the division's lormer boss. the staff functioned adequately with
considerable support and encoungemenl Since this leader has taken over. however. the staff appears to be more concerned with social
activities than with carrying out their raponslbllltles. The staffs per1ormance to date has been poor. THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a

Discuss the staff's low performance with them
and support their efforts to specify corrective
action.

b.

Direct and organize the necessary corrective
action. but solicit input and suggestions from
the group.

C.

Point out the problem and allow staff members
to define their own responsibilities and tasks.

d.

Define roles. responsibilities and outcomes and
freqeuntly check to see if their performance is
improving.

20. One of the employees managed by this leader Is reluctant to take an a new assignment. The employee has had little experience in the am the
manager wants her to work. She has done a good job with the other tasks the manager has given her. THIS LEADER WOULD ...
a.

Explain to the employee what must be done
and how to do it. but listen to why she is
reluctant to do the task.

C.

Encourage the employee to try the new job and
facilitate her efforts through mutual problemsolving.

b.

Give the employee the new assignment and let
her determine the best way to do it.

d.

Tell her exactly what must be done to successfully complete the assignment and frequently
monitor the results .
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1.

Your ideal leader has asked a subordinate :o ;;r:te a =epor~
concer.ii:-.g :he acquisition of some new equipment :or his
division. She usually can ~e given an assignment and it
is completed on time with encouragement from the leader.
The =eport is now overdue. Your ideal leader would . . .

a.

Tell the subordinate that he wants the report, explain what
he wants in the report, and check on her performance daily.

b.

Give the subordinate more time to complete the assignment.

c.

Tell the subordinate what he expects, when he wants the
report completed, but discuss with her why the report is
late •

d.

Talk to the subordinate and encourage her to complete the
report.

2.

The interdepartment task force that your ideal leader manages
has been working hard to complete its division-wide report.
Your ideal leader has been assigned a new task force member.
The new member must complete some cost figures for his department by next week but knows nothing about the task force's
requirements or the format of the report. He is e:xci ted and
enthused about learning more concerning his role on the task
force. Your ideal leader would

a.

Tell him exactly what is needed in this report and closely
monitor his progress.

b.

Ask if there is anything she can do to help him and support
his e:xci tement about being a new ta.sk force member.

c.

Specify the reoort format and information requirements but
incorporate any ideas or suggestions he may have.

d.

Welcome him to the team, put him in touch with other members
of the task force who could help him get ready to present
the cost figures.

J.

Recently, your ideal leader has begun to ha.v e trouble with one
of the people he supervises. She has become lackadaisical,
and only his constant prodding has brought about task completion. Because of pa.st excerience with her, your ideal leader
suspects she ~ay n~t h?ve- all the expertise needed to complete
the high-priority task he has given her. Your ideal leader
would .• ..
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a.

Continue to direct and follow up on her efforts to complete
this task.

b.

Continue to closely supervise her work and try to draw out
her attitudes and feelings concerning this task assig:unent.

c.

Involve her in problem-solving with this task, offer support,
and use her ideas in the task completion.

d.

Let her know this is an important task and ask her to contact
him if she has any problems.

4.

Your ideal leaaer's group usually functions effectively with
encouragement and direction from her. Despite her continued
support and direction, the group's performance has dropped
off drastically. The group needs more expertise and experience to increase performance. Her boss ha.s become concerned.
Your ideal leader would . . •

a,

Empha.size the need for better performance and a.sk the group
to work out its problems by itself.

b.

Make sure that deadlines are met and the quality of the work
is good, but ta.lk with the group to get its recommendations.

c.

Inform the group of exactly what she expects, when it is
needed, what some of the consequences could be if poor performance continues, and frequently check performance.

d.

Help the group determine what needs to be done and encourage
the members to take the necessary steps.
Because of budget restrictions imposed on your ideal leader's
department, it is necessary to consolidate. He ha.s asked a
highly experienced member of his department to take cha.rge
of the consolidation. This person ha.s worked in all areas of
his department. In the past, she ha.s usually been eager to
help. While he feels she has the a.bili ty to perform this
assignment, · she seems indifferent to the importance of the
ta~k. Your ideal lead~'.'.:' would .

a.

Take cha.rge of the consolida.tion but make sure he hears her
suggestions.

b.

Assign the project to her and let her determine how to accomplish it.

c.

Discuss the situation with her. Encourage her to accept the
assignment in light o~ her skills and experience.

d.

Take charge of the consolidation and indicate to her precisely
what to do. Sup.e rvise her work closely.
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6.

A highly productive and efficient man on your ideal leader 1 s

staff has asked for her help on a task. He is accustomed to
working effectively on his own. Recently, some ~erk nroblems have developed that he feels he can't solve by himself.
Your ideal leader would . . .
a.

Analyze the problems and outline methods to solve them.

b.

Continue to allow him to figure out an appropriate solution
independently.

c.

Determine and implement an appropriate solution, but work
with him in problem-solving.

d.

Discuss the problems with him and support his efforts to find
appropriate solutions.

7.

Your ideal leader has asked one of his senior employees to
take on a new job. In her other responsibilities, she has
performed well with support from him. The job he has asked
her to do is important to the future of his work group,
She is excited a.bout the new assignment but doesn't know
where to begin because of her lack of experience with this
ta.sk. Your ideal leader would . . .

a.

Discuss the job with her, supporting her ability to do it,
Emphasize her outstanding performance in the past.

b.

Define the activities necessary to successfully complete the
job and regularly check to see how things are_going.

c.

Give her the assignment and let her determine how to do the
job. Tell her to call you if there are any problems.

d.

Specify what she is to do, but include any ideas she may have.

8.

One of your idea.l leader's staff members is feeling insecure
about a job she ha.s assigned to him. He is highly competent
and she knows that he ha.s the skills to complete the a.ssignmen t successfully and efficiently. Your ideal lea~er would .

a.

Listen to his concerns and let him know she has confidence
in his a.bili ty to complete the assignment.

b.

Structure the a.ssignment so that it is clear, but consider
any helpful suggestions he may have.

c.

Tell him exactly what to do to get the job done and check
his work daily,

d.

Let him figure out how to do the assignment on his own.
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9.

Your ideal leader's sta.ff members have asked ~m to consider
40
a change in their work schedule. In the past, he has encouraged
and suppor~ed their suggestions. In this case, his staff is
wel_ aware of the need for change and is ready to suggest and
try an alterna.te schedule. Members are very competent and
work well together as a. group. Your ideal leader would . . .

a.

Allow staff involvement in developing the new schedule and
support the suggestions of group members.

b.

Design and implement the new schedule himself but incorporate
sta.ff recommenda.tions.

c.

Allow the sta£f to formulate and implement the new schedule
on its own.

d.

Design the new schedule himself and closely direct its implementa.tion.

10.

Your idea.l lea.der has arrived thirty minutes la.te for a meeting
with her staff. When she arrives, the meeting still has not
started. Investiga.tion reveals tha.t a couple of members tried
to start the meeting, but most group members were discouraged
beca.use of lack of group member cooperation. This situation
surprises her beca.use the group 0 s progress on this project
has been going well. Your ideal leader would

a.

Restate the purpose of the meeting, then let the group function
without any direction from her unless they a.sk for her help.

b.

Take control immedia.tely and direct the group toward project
completion.

c.

Direct their interaction toward task completion and encourage
group members to discuss problems and feelings.

d.

Ask the group to continue to discuss the a.ssigned task and
provide as much support and encouragement as possible.

11.

A member of your ideal leader's department ha.s had a fine re-

cord of accomplishment with his support and encouragement but
little direction. She has been given similar tasks to a.ccomplish for the coming yea.rand he must decide how to supervise
her. Your ideal leader would . . •

a.

Let her function by herself providing her own support and
direction.

b.

Empha.size to her the :µnportance of meeting dea.dlines and direct
her efforts at a.ccompli-shing assigned tasks.

c.

Talk with her and set goal s and objectives for her task
accomplishment but consider her suggestions.

d.

Invo lve her in setting goals and support her efforts.

12.

I n the pa.st, your .:.deal leader worked closely with her staff
directing and supporting its efforts. Productivity ·s high
and people get along well together. Recognizing their abilities,
she feels they can now work more on their own. She has redirected her energies to new areas and they have continued
to produce good results. She must now ask them to accept
addi tiona1 work. Your ideal leader would . • •

a.

Assign the work to them, make sure they know exactly what to
do, and supervise them closely.

b.

Give them the job. Tell them that she is pleased with their
past performance and that she is sure they will do well with
this assignment.

c.

Make sure they know what she wants them to do, but incorporate any helpful suggestions they may have,

d.

Let them determine how to complete the assignment.

1J.

Your ideal leader recently ha.s been a.ssigned a new employee
who will perform an important job in his office. Even though
she is inexperienced, she is enthusiastic and feels she ha.s the
coni'idence to do the job. Your ideal leader would.

a..

Let her determine what the job entails and how to do it.

b.

Tell her exactly what the job entails, what you expect of
her, and monitor her work closely and frequently.

c.

Let her know wha.t he wan ts her to do, but see if she has any
suggestions or ideas.

d.

Encourage and praise her enthusiasm and ask her how she would
tackle the job.

14.

a

I

b.
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Your ideal leader's boss has asked tha.t her division increase
its productivity 10%. She knows this can be done, but it will
reouire her active involvement. To free herself to do this,
sh~ must rea.ssign the ta.sk of developing a new cost control
system to one of her divisional employees. The person to
whom she is thinking of assigning the task has had considerable
experience with cost control systems, but he is a little
unsure a.bout doing this ta.sk on his own. Your ideal leader would .
. +....
Ask him to take on the proJec

Encourage and support his efforts.

Discuss the project ·,Tith him. Explain how she wants the job
done, but see if he has any ideas.

c.

Assign .him the pro j ect and let him determine how to do it.

d.

Assign him the project and prepare a detailed memo explaining
all the steps necessary to get the project done.

15.

One of your ideai leader's subordinates has made a sugges~ion
for change in the operations of the unit that makes sense
to him. In the past, she has been able to offer and imple- ·
ment other helpful suggestions in a productive manner with
his support and encouragement. He ha.s confidence in her a.bilities. Your ideal leader would.

a.

Take charge of the suggestion and direct her in its implementa.tion.

b.

Discuss the suggestion with her, and support her efforts to
direct the implementation.

c.

Organize the implementation, but include her ideas.

d.

Give her the responsibility for implementing the suggestion
without involvement from him.

16.

Due to illness in your ideal leader's family, she ha.s been
forced to miss the first two - meetings of a. committee under
her direction. She ha.s found, upon a.ttending the third
meeting, tha.t the committee is functioning well and making
good progress toward completion of its goals. She is unsure
about how she fits into the group and what her role should
be. Your idea.l leader would . . .

a..

Attend, but let the group continue to work a.sit ha.s during
the first two meetings.

b.

Assume the leadership of the committee and begin to direct
its a.cti vi ties.

c.

Do wha.t she can to make the committee feel important and
involved, and support their pa.st efforts.

d.

Direct the activities of the group, but incorporate group
members' suggestions.

17.

Your ideal leader's staff is very competent and able to work
well on its own. He has generally left it a.lone and delegated
key responsibilities to individual members. Their performance
ha.s been outstanding. Your ideal leader would

a.

Provide continual support and encouragement to group members.

b.

Direct and closely supervise the activities of his sta.ff.

c.

Continue to let the group work on its own.

d.

Direct their efforts but work closely with his staff members
to solicit their suggestions.
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18.

Your ideal leader and her superiors have decided that a new
procedure has to be installed in her department if long-term
gains in performance are to be obtained. In the pa.st, when
new procedures were installed, her group bas been eager to
use them but has initially lacked the skills to do so. Your
ideal l eader would

a.

Make sure that she directs the implementation of the new procedure but involves the group in discussing alternatives.

b.

Closely direct the group in its initial use of the new procedure.

c.

Get the group involved in a discussion of the new procedure
and encourage the members' cooperation and involvement.

d.

Allow the group to formulate and implement the new procedure on its own.

19.

Your ideal leader has been recently appointed the head of a.
division. Under the division's former boss, the staff functioned adequately with considerable support and encouragement.
Since your ideal leader has taken over, however, the staff
appears to be more concerned with social activities tha.n with
carrying out its responsibilities. The staff's performance
to date has been poor. Your ideal leader would . . .

a.

Discuss the staff's low performance with the members and support
their efforts to specify corrective measures.

b.

Direct and organize the necessary corrective action but solicit
input and suggestions from the group.

c.

Point out the problem and allow staff members to define their
own responsibilities a.nd tasks.

d.

Define roles, responsibilities, and outcomes and frequently
check to see if the group's performance is improving.

20.

One of your idea.l leader's employees is reluctant to take on
a new a.ssignment. She ha.s had little experience in the area
in which your ideal leader wants her to work. She has done
a good job with other tasks he has given her. Your ideal
leader would.

a.

Explain to her what must be done and how to do it, but listen
to why she is reluctant to do the task.

b.

Give her the new a.ssignment and let her determine the best
wa.y to do it.

c.

Encourage her to try the job and fa cili ta.te her efforts
through mutual problem-solving.

d.

Tell her exa.ctly what must be done to successfully complete
the assignment and frequently monitor the results.
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